1. THE MEETING WAS CALLED TO ORDER BY SAL FASO, PRESIDENT AT THE IBIS POA OFFICES (9055 IBIS BLVD, WEST PALM BEACH FL 33412) AT 4:00PM.

2. REPRESENTATIVES PRESENT: AVENIR, BAYWINDS, CALOOSA, IBIS, EASTPOINTE, MIRABELLA, MIRASOL, MMMA, MONTECITO, OSPREY ISLES, STEEPLECHASE, PGA NATIONAL, THE ISLES.

   ABSENT: BALLENISLES, CARLETON OAKS, EVERGRENE, IRONHORSE, OLD PALM, OLD MARSH

3. MINUTES FROM JANUARY 24, 2017 AND THE TREASURER REPORT FROM FEBRUARY 28, 2017 WERE APPROVED.

4. OLD BUSINESS:

   SAL FASO GAVE AN UPDATE ON THE MARCH 15, 2017 NCNC ANNUAL MEETING. 165 PEOPLE HAVE ACCEPTED TO DATE. IF THERE ARE ANY CHANGES TO THE LISTING SENT OUT VIA EMAIL PLEASE GET THEM TO HIM ASAP. HE REVIEWED THE RECENT PALM BEACH GARDENS CANDIDATES FORUM ACTIVITIES. SEVERAL MEMBER COMMUNITIES AS WELL AS THE NCNC ITSELF CONDUCTED FORUMS THROUGHOUT THE LAST SEVERAL WEEKS. THE ELECTION IS MARCH 14 AND HE ENCOURAGED ALL DELEGATES TO GET THE VOTERS TO THE POLLS.
5. **NEW NEWS:** STEEN ERIKSSON, PBC FIREFIGHTERS AND LIAISON TO THE NCNC, GAVE A PRESENTATION ON THE SERVICES PROVIDED BY THE FIREFIGHTERS AND HOW OUR RESIDENTS CAN UTILIZE THEM. COPIES OF HIS PRESENTATION HAVE BEEN SENT TO THE DELEGATES. HE DID OFFER TO MAKE THE PRESENTATION AT ANY COMMUNITY IF YOU ASK SERIKSSON@PBCGOV.ORG

DAVE ARONBERG, PBC STATE ATTORNEY GAVE AN OVERVIEW OF THE DRUG AND OPIOID EPIDEMIC IN OUR COUNTY, STATE AND COUNTRY. HIS PRESENTATION WAS EMAILED TO YOU.

MARCIE TINSLEY, MAYOR PALM BEACH GARDENS PRESENTED AN OVERVIEW OF THE PROJECTS IN PBG AND HOW THE SALES TAX INCREMENT DOLLARS ARE PLANNED TO BE SPENT. HER PRESENTATION WAS ALSO EMAILED TO YOU.

EACH SPEAKER TOOK SEVERAL QUESTIONS FROM THE AUDIENCE.

6. ADJOURNMENT: AT 5:35pm